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Abstract. Research on emotional expressive embodiments for simulated affec-
tive behavior resulted in impressive systems allowing for characters being per-
ceived as more natural. In consequence we want to explore what happens if the-
se characters gain the human ability to hide their true emotions. More particular 
we are looking for the change in emotional engagement and the change in per-
ceived naturalism. The Partial Poker-Face will allow virtual characters to rec-
ognize and control their own emotional expressive behaviour in order to influ-
ence the perception of self by others. While our research assumes applications 
in virtual storytelling, we are confident that it will be also of value for other ar-
eas, like human robot interaction. 
 

1 Introduction 

Research on virtual or robotic characters simulating emotions has shown that affec-
tive characters are not only more accessible to human inter-actors [1], but also seem 
to be more appropriate tools [2] for certain learning applications. 

At the same time there has been vast research for architectures capable of com-
municating emotions to human interaction partners. Published work ranges from real-
istic expressions of basic emotions [3], down to selective gazing behavior [4] and 
other detailed micro expressions. Goal is to express simulated emotions as naturalistic 
as possible.  

Less attention was paid to the idea that human beings do not always want to ex-
press all their emotions. This can be related to cultural influence [8] or due to excep-
tional situational context. Some examples of such work can be found in [5, 6, 7].  

We also try hiding our emotions when deceiving others. An example for such a sit-
uation is a poker game. The so called Poker-Face is essential for not giving away 
important information to other players. The opponent might use leaking emotions to 
reason about the true value of Ones hand by updating his Theory of Mind (ToM) 
about Ones intentions. In consequence a player also has to learn how to use their own 
facial expressions in order to manipulate the perception of self by others.  

Similarly active deception can happen, when one tries to maintain social harmony 
or to prevent social conflict from escalating by using Emotional Intelligence [9, 10]. 



2 The Partial Poker-Face 

As indicated in table 1 the Partial Poker-Face is looking for a gradual blend be-
tween the two extremes of a child’s face (most current architectures) and the perfect 
poker-face. The “blending weight” can be imagined as a variable based on a charac-
ter’s Emotional Intelligence (EI) and conscientiousness [11]. A value of 0 prevents 
the character from ever hiding its emotions implying it has no control about its ex-
pressive behaviour. A value of 1 on the other hand would prevent any unconscious 
leaking of emotions. In between the true emotional expression would always start 
showing up until the character triggers an expression to replace it. The closer the val-
ue is to 1 the less time the true emotional expression would be visible to others.  

Table 1. Defining the Partial Poker-Face  

 
We defined two scenarios for evaluation. The first scenario features a woman en-

countering a slightly aggressive man. The man asks for change claiming that he has 
lost his wallet. This scenario will show if spectators can spot suppressed emotional 
expressions without prior anticipation and how much leakage is necessary for this to 
happen. The second scenario shows a graffiti-sprayer nearly getting caught in action. 
The culprit has good reason to hide his guilt resulting in an obvious case of deception. 
As a consequence spectators will have clearer anticipations about the characters future 
behavior. Evaluation is looking for the spectator’s emotional engagement, compared 
to using a “child’s face”-approach. We also will evaluate the change in perceived 
naturalism of the displayed behaviour asking spectators to reason about the expressive 
behaviour displayed by the character.  

3 Proposed Model 

The basis of the Partial Poker-Face is the concept of a closed body-mind loop simi-
lar to [12] (see also Fig. 1). Being able to reason about own affective expressions 
allows characters to react to their own subconscious emotions. Further intrinsic events 
(Fig. 1) allows for perceiving upcoming affective expressions much earlier. 

Child’s face Partial Poker-Face Poker-Face 

• purely affective 
emotional expres-
sive behaviour 

• Conscious deceiving of emo-
tions possible 

• Can be noticed through “leak-
ing” emotions! 

 
• True emotions never shown 

subconsciously! 
• Can only be revealed by deep 

reasoning! 
 

What we have! What we want! Considered unrealistic! 



We will adapt simulation based ToM as defined in [13] for our model. Meaningful 
decision to hide emotions requires the character to have expectations about how the 
hidden emotion would affect perception of self. Also the character should be able to 
reason about the possible effect the desired expression will have. 

The model further generates a dynamic interplay between affective and cognitive 
computing. Quick and slow thinking, as defined by Kahneman [14], is expected to 
produce more naturalistic behaviour in extreme situations. This introduces two sys-
tems of cognitive processes working at different speed and competence. Upon recog-
nising their most intense emotions the characters will thus either use quick thinking 
(Intuitive Layer in Fig. 1) or slow thinking (Cognitive Layer in Fig.1), when revealing 
their true emotions is not an option. 

Quick thinking will be modelled as a rule based approach using contextual facts 
(variables) and common sense (semantic rules). Quick thinking only triggers a priori 
defined intuitive reactions encouraged by certain situations. The rules are created by 
generalisation and might lead to incomplete conclusions.  Applicable situations are 

 
• High cognitive pressure situations (time) 
• High emotional arousal situation 
• Unclear situation (confusion) 

 
In a less demanding situation the character can try to switch to slow thinking. In 

this mode the character can use their full Cognitive Layer to seek for more appropri-
ate reactions. ToM allows predicting how the altered perception of self changes the 
emotions of others - assuming everyone will appraise the selected expression the 
same way as oneself. In EI this skill is called “regulating emotions of others” [10].  

Whether the character can utilize only quick thinking or also slow thinking is de-
termined by a switch (Fig.1). If the character’s most intense emotions exceed a 

Figure 1. Proposed Model Overview 



threshold, set by its level of emotional awareness, the Cognitive Layer (see Fig. 1) 
will be deactivated till the emotional arousal has again decayed below the threshold. 

To visualize: In the moment our Sprayer is caught he feels both intense surprise 
and fear. Both emotions will foster quick thinking with their intensity crossing the 
threshold. Fear makes him show signs of nervousness (both intrinsic and extrinsic 
events). Intuitively he tries to mitigate the situation by hiding his fear (e.g. look 
friendly) waiting for the emotional arousal going back below the threshold. Only then 
he finally can use ToM in order to figure a smooth way out of the situation. 
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